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Suite for Flute and Jazz Trio - Baroque and Blue
Claude Bolling
(1930)
Brenno Lima, piano
Emily Kaplan, flute
Jared Bloch, drums
Luis Granda, string bass

Horn Concerto No. 4 in E flat Major, k. 495
W. A. Mozart
(1756-1791)
III. Rondo
Diana McLaughlin, natural horn
Ludmila Krasin, piano

Piazzonore
Alexey Gerassimez
(1987)
Thomas Wilson, vibraphone
Brenno Lima, piano

2 Portraits
Joseph Turrin
(1947)
II. Incantation
Ryan O'Connell, trumpet

Program continues on back
Horn Concerto No. 2 in Eb Major

I. Allegro

Richard Strauss
(1864-1949)

Grace Sweet, horn
Nadine Shank, piano

Fire Dance

Anthony DiLorenzo
(1967)

Phat Brass
Emily Levesque, trumpet
Ryan O'Connell, trumpet
Diana McLaughlin, horn
Jordan Marchand, trombone
Nick Lawrence, tuba